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Groupe Mutuel Overview

Insurance plans for private individuals and companies
Groupe Mutuel brings together several independent companies active in health and accident insurance, as well as life, patrimony and corporate insurance (daily allowance, accident insurance, occupational benefits and supplemental health insurance).

It manages six health insurance companies and three private insurers that are members of the Group. Furthermore, a pension fund as well as a fund active in daily allowance insurance under LAMal/KVG have entrusted their administration to the Group.

A challenge for now and the future
By placing its insured members at the forefront of its considerations and constantly seeking to provide the best service possible, Groupe Mutuel offers innovative solutions and anticipates the needs of tomorrow.

As a result, it aims to facilitate the transactions with its customers, thanks in particular to its GMnet portal and free mobile application GMapp, which provide insured members with fast and secure online access to all information related to their health insurance contracts.

Through a structure entirely dedicated to innovation, it also develops technology projects in the health, insurance and financial sectors. Groupe Mutuel therefore confirms its position as a leader in this field and is keen to meet the challenges brought about by digital transformation.

Areas of activity

Health®
Compulsory health insurance (LAMal/KVG)
Supplemental insurance (LCA/VVG)

Life®
A full range of individual life insurance plans

Patrimony®
Legal protection
Personal liability insurance
Household contents’ insurance
Risks and disputes on the Internet

Corporate®
Daily allowance
Accident insurance
Occupational benefits
Supplemental health insurance
Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA offers insurance solutions to protect you in all areas, including legal protection, personal liability, household contents as well as risks and disputes on the Internet. To be properly insured means that you can deal with unforeseen events with total peace of mind.

## Legal protection

**Legissana**
Legissana safeguards your interests in case of disputes with the medical profession, hospitals, clinics or any other medical establishment following treatment or diagnosis errors.

**Legisstrada**
Legisstrada safeguards your interests in case of road mobility and traffic incidents whether you are the driver or a passenger of your or someone else’s car, a pedestrian, cyclist, or a user of public transport.

**Legispriva**
Whether you are an employee or a tenant, an owner or a consumer, Legispriva ensures that your rights are respected in case of disputes.

**Legisduo**
Legisduo combines the benefits of our two insurance products, Legisstrada and Legispriva.

## Personal liability insurance

**SelfProtect**
protects you against the financial loss arising from damage caused to a third party and defends you against unjustified claims against you.

## Household contents’ insurance

**HomeProtect**
insures your household goods and protects you against the economic consequences of fire, natural hazards, theft and water damage.

## Risks and disputes on the Internet

**CyberProtect**
an innovative insurance product for risks and disputes on the Internet, which provides coverage thanks to an extensive range of benefits combined with prevention and assistance by phone, seven days a week.
Find out more about our insurance solutions

Customised insurance solutions

Groupe Mutuel brings together several independent companies active in health and accident insurance, as well as life, patrimony and corporate insurance (daily allowance, accident insurance, occupational benefits and supplemental health insurance). Find out more about our extensive range of benefits.
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